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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. This report is the tenth semiannual report and covers the period from July to 
December 2009.1 

II. AMOUNTS AND RECIPIENTS OF GRANTS 

2. Besides an initial contribution of $600 million from the Asian Development Bank (ADB), 
the Government of Australia has contributed $3.8 million to the Asian Tsunami Fund (ATF) for 
the emergency rehabilitation of coastal structures in tsunami-affected areas in Sri Lanka, and 
the Government of Luxembourg has given the equivalent of $1.0 million2 for expanded irrigation 
activities on Nias Island in Indonesia. As of 31 December 2009, the ATF had cumulative 
resources of $586.8 million.3 Approved funding from the ATF totaled $573.0 million, of which 
$571.0 million went to investment projects in India, Indonesia, the Maldives, and Sri Lanka and 
to the Multi-Donor Fund (MDF) in Indonesia, and $2.0 million to technical assistance (TA) grants 
to Thailand. 
 
3. Including commitments from the ATF, ADB has approved $892.0 million in direct 
tsunami-related assistance from other sources, $725.1 million of that amount (81%) in the form 
of grants. The development partners that have cofinanced or contributed to special funds 
established in ADB are the European Community and the governments of Canada, France, 
Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. 

III. ADB’S PERFORMANCE 

A. Cumulative and Actual Disbursements 

4. As of 31 December 2009, cumulative disbursements (including advances) representing 
84% of total commitments for the investment projects in India, Indonesia, the Maldives, and Sri 
Lanka and for three TA projects in Thailand, amounted to $479.7 million (Table 1). 
 

                                                 
1 Previous progress reports were circulated in October and December 2005, August 2006, March and 

September 2007, March and September 2008, and March and September 2009. 
2  On 30 October 2006, the Board approved a $1.0 million increase in the grant financing for the investment project in 

Indonesia, which was made possible by the earmarked contribution from the Government of Luxembourg to the 
ATF. ADB. 2006. Increase in Grant Financing: Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support Project. Manila 
(R228-06, dated 17 October 2006). 

3 This amount excludes (i) $40 million, which was returned to the ordinary capital resources surplus in 
November 2005 to be allocated later to the Pakistan Earthquake Fund; (ii) $10 million in interest earned on the ATF 
approved by the Board in June 2006, which was also returned to the ordinary capital resources surplus and 
earmarked for disaster management and reconstruction after the May 2006 earthquake in Yogyakarta and Central 
Java provinces of Indonesia; and (iii) $40 million, which was transferred from uncommitted resources to the Asia 
Pacific Disaster Response Fund. Interest and investment income are included in the cumulative resources figure. 
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Table 1: Cumulative Disbursements, 31 December 2009 
($) 

 
Project (Grant or TA Number and Country) 

 
Committed 

Cumulative 
Disbursements 

 
Undisbursed 

Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project 
(GR0001-MLD) a 

20,000,000 17,872,452 2,127,548 

Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support 
Project (GR0002-INO) b 

291,000,000 234,030,746 56,969,254 

Contribution to the Multi-Donor Trust Fund 
(GR0014-INO) c 

10,000,000 10,000,000 0 

Tsunami Emergency Assistance (Sector) Project 
(GR0005-IND) d 

100,000,000 97,267,875 2,732,125 

Tsunami-Affected Areas Rebuilding Project 
(GR0006-SRI) e 

150,000,000 118,610,335 31,389,665 

Development Plan for the Tsunami-Affected 
Andaman Region (TA 4564-THA) f 

150,000 121,049 0 

Supporting Post-Tsunami Activities and Coastal 
Zone Management (TA 4595-THA) g 

150,000 145,314 0 

Subregional Development Plan for the 
Tsunami-Affected Andaman Region–Phase II 
(TA 4613-THA) h 

1,700,000 1,618,943 0 

 Total 573,000,000 479,666,714 93,218,592 
IND = India, INO = Indonesia, MLD = Maldives, SRI = Sri Lanka, TA = technical assistance, THA = Thailand. 
a The grant completion date was first extended from 30 September 2007 to 30 June 2008, and then to 

31 August 2008. The project was completed by 31 August 2008. 
b The grant completion date was first extended from 30 December 2008 to 30 June 2009, and then to 

31 December 2009, to 30 April 2010, and to 30 September 2010. 
c The grant completion date is 30 June 2010. 
d The grant completion date was extended from 31 October 2008 to 31 October 2009. The project was completed by 

31 October 2009. 
e The grant completion date was extended from 30 June 2009 to 31 December 2010. 
f The TA activities were completed on 31 July 2005 and the TA was financially closed on 20 June 2007. The 

undisbursed TA amount at the financial closing date was $28,951. 
g The TA activities were completed on 31 October 2006 and the TA was financially closed on 19 June 2007. The 

undisbursed TA amount at the financial closing date was $4,686. 
h The TA activities were completed on 15 April 2007 and the TA was financially closed on 31 October 2007. The 

undisbursed TA amount at the financial closing date was $81,057. 
Source: ADB Controller’s Department. 2009. Status of Resources: Asian Tsunami Fund as of 31 December 2009. 
Manila: Asian Development Bank. 
 
5. Actual disbursements from January to December 2009 totaled $112.1 million, or 70% of 
the revised disbursement projection4 of $161.2 million (Table 2). About $49.1 million of the 
projected disbursements (30%) did not materialize during the year for the reasons discussed in 
paras. 10–14. The grant amounts for all investment projects funded by the ATF are now 
expected to be fully disbursed by the first quarter of 2011.5 
 
6. A total of $89.6 million in disbursements has been estimated for the three investment 
projects in India, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka in 2010 (Table 3). By the end of 2010, cumulative 
disbursements are expected to amount to $569.3 million, 99% of total ATF commitments. 
 

                                                 
4  Initial projections for 2009, which were made in November and December 2008, were reported in the status report 

for July–December 2008. The projections were finalized in February 2009. 
5 Grant 0006-SRI will be completed by 31 December 2010. But the grant accounts will remain open until 

31 March 2011 to allow the completion of disbursements, as provided in ADB’s Loan Disbursement Handbook 
(2007, as amended from time to time). 
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Table 2: Projected (Revised) and Actual Disbursements, 
January–December 2009 

($) 

Project (Grant and Country) 
Projected 

Disbursements 
Actual 

Disbursements 
Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project (GR0001-MLD) a 0 360,639 
Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support Project (GR0002-INO) b 108,000,000 56,271,814 
Contribution to the Multi-Donor Trust Fund (GR0014-INO) c 0 0 
Tsunami Emergency Assistance (Sector) Project (GR0005-IND) d 19,400,000 16,649,543 
Tsunami-Affected Areas Rebuilding Project (GR0006-SRI) e 33,770,000 38,820,778 
      Total 161,170,000 112,102,774 
IND = India, INO = Indonesia, MLD = Maldives, SRI = Sri Lanka. 
a The grant completion date was first extended from 30 September 2007 to 30 June 2008, and then to 

31 August 2008. The project was completed by 31 August 2008. 
b The grant completion date was first extended from 30 December 2008 to 30 June 2009, and then to 

31 December 2009, to 30 April 2010, and to 30 September 2010. 
c  The grant completion date is 30 June 2010. 
d The grant completion date was extended from 31 October 2008 to 31 October 2009. The project was completed by 

31 October 2009. 
e The grant completion date was extended from 30 June 2009 to 31 December 2010. 
Source: Asian Development Bank, Grant Financial Information System. 
 

Table 3:  Projected Disbursements, 2010 
($ million) 

 

Project (Grant and Country) 
Projected 

Disbursement 
Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project (GR0001-MLD) a 0.0 
Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support Project (GR0002-INO) b 57.0 
Contribution to the Multi-Donor Trust Fund (GR0014-INO) c 0.0 
Tsunami Emergency Assistance (Sector) Project (GR0005-IND) d 2.6 
Tsunami-Affected Areas Rebuilding Project (GR0006-SRI) e 30.0 
      Total 89.6 
IND = India, INO = Indonesia, MLD = Maldives, SRI = Sri Lanka 
a The grant completion date was first extended from 30 September 2007 to 30 June 2008, then to 31 August 2008. 

The project was completed by 31 August 2008. 
b The grant completion date was first extended from 30 December 2008 to 30 June 2009, then to 31 December 2009, 

to 30 April 2010, and to 30 September 2010. 
c The grant completion date is 30 June 2010. 
d The grant completion date was extended from 31 October 2008 to 31 October 2009. The project was completed by 

31 October 2009. 
e The grant completion date was extended from 30 June 2009 to 31 December 2010. 
Source:  Asian Development Bank estimates. 
 
7. The chart below tracks actual yearly disbursements against the projected figures from 
2005 to December 2009. 
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Projected and Actual Disbursements, 2005–2009 
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8. Funds in the MDF in Indonesia may not be fully disbursed even by 31 December 2012, 
the extension date of the MDF. This raises the possibility of refunds from the projects, including 
the contribution to the MDF (GR0014-INO). However, as any refund of unused MDF funds is not 
likely to be substantial, an extension of the operations of the ATF and of the grant completion 
date of Grant 0014-INO is not justified (see also para. 25). 

B. Factors Affecting the Level of Disbursements 

9. Despite significant progress, the overall disbursements for the investment projects 
funded by the ATF have been short of targets or projections. Individually, though, the project in 
Sri Lanka has exceeded projections, while the project in Maldives, for which no projections were 
made, had some disbursements during the year. 
 
10. In India, although the works were physically completed by the end of October 2009, the 
disbursement targets could not be met. The reconciliation needed for the financial closure of the 
completed contracts was delayed, as (i) replacing finance personnel who retired or were 
transferred took a significant amount of time, and (ii) the new personnel were unfamiliar with 
ADB’s procedures and lacked the supervision skills to carry out the reconciliation effectively 
within a tight schedule. 
 
11. In Indonesia, actual utilization as of the end of December 2009 amounted to 
$274.1 million, compared with $234.0 million in cumulative disbursements from ADB. The 
significant gap between fund use and disbursement was mainly due to delay in the submission 
by the executing agency and its implementing units of documents required for ADB’s post-facto 
procurement reviews. Disbursements under the Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support 
Project (ETESP) depend on the completion of these reviews. The ETESP design provides for 
(i) directly funded consulting services contracts, (ii) off-budget housing contracts awarded by 
ADB for the recipient, and (iii) post-facto review of procurement documents by ADB, as opposed 
to prior review for most projects. While the documentation is collected and submitted to ADB for 
processing, government resources are used to fund the contracts that are awarded, in 
accordance with ADB and government guidelines. Government prefinancing of construction and 
capacity development activities is therefore significant. ADB has been working with the 
Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Agency (BRR), and since April 2009 with its successor 
agency, the National Development Planning Agency (BAPPENAS), to speed up the submission 
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of documents, and hence disbursement. As a result, the gap between disbursement and 
utilization has significantly narrowed but is still considerable. 
 
12. ETESP’s magnitude, complex design, multisectoral approach, and emphasis on 
environmental and social safeguards have also created disbursement challenges. The main 
issues are (i) the need to prepare designs for numerous subprojects, (ii) the limited capacity of 
BRR and the implementing agencies, (iii) the complex government budgeting process and 
delays in the approval of annual budgets, (iv) delays in the annual appointment or 
reappointment of implementing units, and (v) the lack of familiarity of the newly appointed 
implementation units with safeguard requirements and procurement procedures. Changing 
priorities of implementing units, poor performance of contractors, scarcity of materials, and 
logistical problems are other factors that have kept disbursements low. 
 
13. In the Maldives, implementation and disbursements were slowed at the start by the 
following: (i) the government’s selection of islands in the power sector component; (ii) the 
process of reaching agreement with the implementing agency on the design and scope of work 
in the water supply, sanitation, and solid waste management component; (iii) the need for 
re-tendering in the transport component; and (iv) the process of reaching agreement on 
appropriate channels for the micro-credit revolving fund in the agriculture and fisheries 
components. After these initial delays, however, progress significantly improved. All 
components were completed by June 2008, except for the power component, which was 
completed by the grant extension date 2 months later. 
 
14. In Sri Lanka, delays in implementation can be attributed mainly to the conflict and 
violence in the north and the east. As brought out in earlier reports, almost 55% of the 
subprojects in the northern and eastern districts could not begin as planned in the first 2 years 
of the project. Although the conflict effectively ended by June 2009 and more contracts could 
then be awarded within the overall objectives of the project, several factors still affected the 
progress of project implementation. These were: (i) the limited capacity of the executing 
agencies to identify subprojects, (ii) the constant increase in the prices of construction materials, 
and (iii) the unavailability and low capacity of qualified contractors and restricted access to the 
northern and eastern districts. However, progress improved in July–December despite these 
constraints, and the project, as of December 2009, had met 91.73% of contract awards 
($144.02 million out of $150 million), and disbursements ($118.6 million) had reached 79% of 
projections. All funds are expected to be fully committed by the project completion date of 
31 December 2010. 

C. Project Review and Disbursement Missions 

15. Dedicated extended missions in India, Indonesia, and the Maldives assisted the 
executing agencies in implementing and monitoring the projects through detailed reviews of 
their overall progress. The sector divisions and resident missions under ADB’s South Asia and 
Southeast Asia departments also fielded periodic missions to review the implementation 
efficiency and effectiveness of the four approved investment projects. With ADB’s support for 
the post-tsunami reconstruction nearing completion, the extended missions have now been 
closed,6 but the country resident missions continue to monitor and supervise the remaining 
components, and field missions to make sure that they are successfully completed. A project 
completion review mission has been carried out for the project in the Maldives. The Indonesia 
                                                 
6 The extended missions closed on 31 December 2007 in the Maldives, at the end of August 2008 in Tamil Nadu, on 

31 December 2008 in Kerala, and on 30 June 2009 in Sumatera. 
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Resident Mission has begun preparing completion reports for the completed components and 
will integrate these into the project completion report after ETESP closure. ADB’s Controller’s 
Department has also fielded loan disbursement missions to look into general and 
project-specific financial and disbursement problems as they arise. 

D. Status of Project Implementation 

16. Details of ADB’s support for the five tsunami-affected countries as of 31 December 2009 
are given in this section. 
 
17. India: Tsunami Emergency Assistance (Sector) Project.7 ADB has supported 
tsunami-affected states with sustainable-livelihood interventions and basic community 
infrastructure. Livelihood interventions and civil works totaling $100 million have been 
implemented, and the allocation is expected to be fully used by the financial closure of the grant. 
  
18. Several success stories have emerged under the alternative-livelihood component, with 
subprojects like dressed and dry fish units, microenterprises, mini supermarkets, seafood 
kitchens, mussel farming, ornamental fish breeding, seaweed cultivation, mud-crab fattening, 
livelihood assistance to the disabled, snack and soft drink or milk parlors, information 
technology kiosks, auto rickshaws for community taxi service, and “fresh fish express” vehicles 
for female self-help groups to transport and market fish. Assistance for the rehabilitation of over 
1,000 hectares (ha) of salt production beds eroded by the tsunami has benefited 915 members 
of the salt-pan owners federation and more than 10,000 daily-wage laborers, as well as several 
women’s self-help groups engaged in iodizing and packaging activities. 
 
19. About 18,537 existing and 28,080 new self-help groups have received revolving credit 
and economic assistance for livelihood upgrading or new microenterprises. Around 
3,748 self-help groups and 38,500 individuals have had their damaged productive assets 
replaced. Around 91,180 beneficiaries are now covered by insurance for health, accidents at 
work, high school education for females in the event of death of income-earning members of the 
family, disability, etc. Special working-capital assistance to fishermen’s cooperatives operating 
under the South Indian Federation of Fishermen Societies, cofinanced equally by local banks, 
has been a major draw in fishing communities. Training has been provided to 2,272 self-help 
groups and 75 master resource persons. Eighteen community resource centers and common 
production centers have been built. 
 
20. Water supply systems have been rehabilitated in 7 towns and 233 villages, and 31 new 
comprehensive water supply schemes have been built. About 35 sanitary complexes have been 
rehabilitated or rebuilt, and solid waste management activities have been established in 
19 towns. A sanitation and environmental awareness campaign has been designed and carried 
out as a separate information, education, and communication activity in some tsunami-affected 
areas. 
 
21. In both Kerala and Tamil Nadu states, extensive public consultations and stakeholder 
meetings were held before and during implementation. Third-party audit of the technical quality 
of works financed under the project has helped in securing compliance with technical standards. 
The impact of interventions, particularly their benefits and quality aspects, has undergone 
independent benefit monitoring and evaluation, and interim corrections have been suggested. 
                                                 
7  ADB. 2005. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a Proposed Loan to India 

for the Tsunami Emergency Assistance (Sector) Project. Manila ($100 million loan; $100 million grant). 
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These suggestions have been acted on, and the interventions have therefore become more 
effective and meaningful to the beneficiary communities. The project has given state 
government personnel valuable experience in designing, implementing, and managing 
multisectoral projects, as the state governments have opted to use their services instead of 
hiring consultants. 
 
22. Indonesia: Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support Project and Contribution 
to the Multi-Donor Trust Fund.8 ETESP, first implemented in June 2005, is nearing 
completion. Physical progress is almost 98%. Nine of the 12 components were substantially 
complete by the end of December 2009.9 Two components—housing, and spatial planning and 
environmental management—will be completed by March 2010. The fiduciary governance 
component will be completed by project completion in September 2010. 
 
23. The magnitude of the reconstruction program and the wide range of donors involved, 
including international financial institutions, nongovernment organizations (NGOs), and 
government agencies, have given rise to implementation challenges, which have been 
heightened by the BRR’s resource limitations. ADB has dealt with the constraints by 
(i) strengthening the project preparation and implementation capabilities of BRR and its 
implementing units,10 and (ii) allowing greater flexibility in the design and implementation of 
ETESP subprojects. The following is a summary of the performance of the various components.  
 

(i) Agriculture. This component was completed in January 2009. Nearly 23,400 ha 
of farmland with slight to moderate damage was cleared. Tertiary canals for over 
1,000 ha of damaged irrigation lands were repaired. Drainage was improved, 
equipment (such as hand tractors and threshers) and water pumps were supplied 
for 18,500 ha of land, and farming was restored. Through cash-for-work 
schemes, community contracting, and the provision of farm inputs with the full 
participation of farmer groups, 5,700 ha of moderately to severely affected land 
was restored to farming on the west coast (including the island of Simeulue). 
Equipment and materials were provided for the restoration of farming on 
13,200 ha of food-crop farmland, and for the rehabilitation or development of 
4,800 ha of estate-crop farmland. Livelihood rehabilitation centers and seed 
production and other facilities were established. Training in integrated pest 
management, animal husbandry, and the training of extension staff was 
provided. Staff members of key agriculture agencies were trained to assess 
gender sensitivity, and capacity to incorporate gender concerns in the project 
mainstream was developed.  
 

(ii) Fisheries. The completion of this component in June 2009 allowed more than 
23,000 fishers, aquaculture farmers, fish traders, and fish sellers to resume their 
livelihood. In aquaculture, 2,900 ha of fishponds were rehabilitated and 
51 hatcheries rebuilt. Livelihood grants went to more than 1,400 small-scale 

                                                 
8  ADB. 2005. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a Proposed Loan to the 

Republic of Indonesia for the Earthquake and Tsunami Emergency Support Project and Contribution to the 
Multidonor Trust Fund. Manila ($301 million grant [including Luxembourg’s contribution of $1 million to the ATF]; 
$3.5 million cofinancing). A progress report on the rehabilitation and reconstruction of Aceh and Nias under this 
project was circulated in March 2007. The Multidonor Trust Fund changed its name to Multi-Donor Fund in March 
2006. 

9  The completed components are agriculture, fisheries, micro and small enterprises, health, education, irrigation, 
power, roads and bridges, and rural water supply and sanitation.  

10 BAPPENAS succeeded BRR as the executing agency with the termination of its mandate in April 2009 (see para. 
11). 
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fishers engaged in cage farming and other fishing methods. Grants to 
750 fisheries-dependent villages financed equipment and other inputs for more 
than 17,800 small-scale fishers. With the 62 medium- to large-sized boats, along 
with engines and fishing equipment, that were delivered, more than 1,500 fishers 
could take up their sea-fishing livelihood again. Provincial and district fisheries 
offices gained both physical improvements (new equipment and offices) and 
service-related improvements (from training). Innovative community-based sonar 
mapping resulting in fishing and hazard charts benefited 3,000 fishers on both 
Aceh coasts. Four aquaculture livelihood centers were set up. These centers are 
run by producer associations, and receive support via the internet from the 
innovative Aceh Aquaculture Communication Center. More than 1.2 million 
mangrove seedlings were replanted in over 60 coastal villages, with an estimated 
survival rate of 75% so far.  

 
(iii) Micro and Small Enterprises. This component was completed in March 2009. 

The TA provided to eight private rural banks, a merged provincial bank in Aceh, 
and a regional bank in Nias encouraged group lending according to the principles 
laid down by the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, with 5,000 all-women clients and 
very high repayment and savings mobilization rates. The integrated microfinance 
software program MicroBanking System for Windows was installed in 19 banking 
units using both conventional and Islamic banking modules. One-time grants 
from a livelihood fund of nearly $1 million, made through an international NGO, 
helped restart the operations of 6,000 microenterprises. Partner financial 
institutions could call on market-based financing from an $8.5 million 
microfinance innovation fund set up for the purpose to lend more to micro, small, 
and medium enterprises. The entire amount was disbursed through loans, 
deposits, and quasi equity to nine rural credit banks and two commercial banks.  
 

(iv) Health. This component was completed in December 2008. Eleven health 
centers were built in Aceh and Nias. Aceh also acquired a new center for health 
management services. Clinical nursing and maternal and child care skills and 
capacity were strengthened. Basic mental health nursing skills training was 
provided to about 480 recipients. 
 

(v) Education. Three hundred ninety-five senior secondary schools throughout the 
23 districts in Aceh and both districts in Nias received block grants for (i) teaching 
and learning materials, (ii) bookshelves, (iii) dedicated computers and peripherals 
for libraries, and (iv) minor library repairs. Librarians were trained to catalog, 
store, and care for teaching and learning materials. Classrooms in 46 new 
schools were constructed. Damaged buildings at the Sabang model school were 
repaired or rebuilt and supplied with computers and laboratory equipment.  
 

(vi) Rural Water Supply and Sanitation. Water supply and communal sanitation 
facilities were put up in more than 244 communities in Aceh and Nias. The 
capacity development activities under this component were completed in 
September 2009.  
 

(vii) Housing. Despite rising costs, about 6,000 new houses were built financed 
under this component by November 2009. The component included the 
rehabilitation of 195 traditional houses on Nias Island, thereby supporting the 
preservation of the island’s unique architectural heritage. By March 2010 the 
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nearly 650 houses built in the early stages of this component will have improved 
sanitation facilities . The housing reconstruction supported the BRR’s strategy of 
“building back better,” using more earthquake-resistant materials. Beneficiaries of 
this component received proper titles and security of tenure. Gender equality 
among housing beneficiaries has been ensured.  
 

(viii) Irrigation. Ninety-two irrigation schemes with a potential irrigated area of 
58,000 ha have been undertaken in Aceh and Nias. A total of 621 construction 
works contracts—492 community contracts and 129 contracts awarded through 
local competitive bidding—have been completed. About 11,400 ha of severely 
affected irrigated farmland on the west coast of Aceh and on Nias, as well as  
19,000 ha of irrigated farmland in conflict-affected or low-damage areas, has 
been rehabilitated. 
 

(ix) Spatial Planning and Environmental Management. About 63 subdistrict action 
plans identifying the core infrastructure and livelihood needs of affected 
subdistricts on the west coast of Aceh have been completed. Plans have also 
been drawn up for the development of nearly 80 villages, particularly more 
remote areas in South Aceh, Nias, and Simeulue. Development plans for the 
districts on the east and west coasts of Aceh are nearing completion. About 
$97 million worth of infrastructure projects supporting priority development areas 
in 80 subdistricts have been prepared. A natural resources conservation law has 
been drafted. Support for a computer-based information system in forestry 
management is also ongoing and will be completed in April 2010. 
 

(x) Roads and Bridges. The rehabilitation of 75 kilometers (km) of roads, mainly 
along the east coast of Aceh and in Banda Aceh and its vicinity, was completed 
in December 2009. This component should improve road transportation over 450 
km of roads.  
 

(xi) Power. This component, completed in December 2008, contributed to the 
re-establishment of the electricity system in Aceh by (i) repairing damaged 
substations, (ii) installing distribution lines and transformers, (iii) installing 
consumer lines and metering equipment, (iv) furnishing safety tools, (v) installing 
a supervisory control and data acquisition system to improve power distribution, 
and (vi) rehabilitating the service building of PLN, the State Electric Company. 
Regional coverage was widened to include medium-voltage work in 
Lhokseumawe and Sabulussalam, aside from Banda Aceh, Meulaboh, and Pidie.  
 

(xii) Fiduciary Governance. The design of internal control systems to support BRR 
in monitoring the recovery funds for Aceh and Nias was completed in 2006 and 
operated until the end of BRR’s mandate. Besides supporting the regional offices 
and headquarters of the Supreme Audit Agency (BPK) and the Corruption 
Prevention Commission (KPK), the ETESP financed Banda Aceh’s Special 
Treasury Office. All activities, except for those related to the audit of the 2009 
expenditures, were completed by December 2009.11 The provincial and regional 
supervisory board (BAWASDA12) offices in nine local governments and the 

                                                 
11 The audit of 2009 expenditures will be completed by July 2010, before ETESP completion in September 2010. 
12 Badan Pengawas Daerah (BAWASDA), the regional inspectorate general, reports to the head of each region or to 

the regional parliament, under the auspices of the Ministry of Home Affairs. 
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BAWASDA provincial government office also received equipment to restore, 
improve, and sustain their operations.  
 

24. Community participation and empowerment were integral elements of the ETESP’s 
design and implementation strategy. Over $40 million in ETESP funds in six components13 was 
channeled directly to communities via traditional community organizations, such as farmer and 
fisher groups, traditional Aceh associations or NGOs, water user groups, and independent 
self-help groups (particularly women, school committees, and housing clusters). Funding and 
project activities were facilitated by directly recruited village facilitators or by NGO partners. 
These activities used participatory group planning and phased disbursement under community 
contracts based on results verified in the field. This community-driven method of development 
has shown many advantages over straight contractor deployment: (i) better-quality construction 
at lower cost, (ii) more flexible implementation, (iii) increased use of local designs, (iv) reduced 
fund leakage, (v) immediate local employment, (vi) more opportunities for women to participate, 
(vii) greater sense of ownership, and (viii) improved sustainability. The large number of 
community contracts in many components shows that the communities not only participated in 
the ETESP but also implemented many projects. Many community organizations have thus 
been empowered to participate actively in the longer-term development of Aceh and Nias. 

 
25. As of 30 September 2009, the MDF had received $685.15 million in pledges from 
15 donors and $511.17 million in payments. A total of $621.23 million had been allocated to 
23 projects. Another $23.10 million had been set aside for administrative expenses 
($12.90 million) and for appraisal, supervision, and monitoring costs ($10.21 million). The MDF 
had disbursed $399.5 million (66% of allocated funds) for ongoing projects. The various projects 
had used $346.29 million (58% of the funds allocated) to finance project activities. Actual 
administrative expenditures amounted to $5.2 million, and appraisal and supervision 
expenditures, $9.37 million. The MDF had about $47.47 million in unallocated and uncommitted 
project funds after a contingency provision of $13.1 million was made to cover exchange rate 
fluctuations. All the remaining project funds will be allocated soon to enable full disbursement by 
the extended closing date of 31 December 2012. 
 
26. A midterm review of the MDF was completed in June 2009 to (i) assess its progress and 
achievements since the start of the fund, (ii) recommend changes and improvements during the 
rest of the implementation period, and (iii) draw lessons from the use of an MDF trust fund 
mechanism to manage and implement reconstruction efforts. The review looked at project 
results, the overall contribution of the MDF portfolio, and the performance of the MDF 
governance and management structures. It concluded that the MDF had successfully 
programmed most of the funds entrusted to it by the 15 donors, that the project portfolio was 
highly relevant and performing well overall, and that its impact was positive particularly in 
community recovery, infrastructure rehabilitation, public administration and governance, and 
general capacity building. The cases of unsatisfactory performance were largely due to poor 
project management. Another common weakness, according to the review, was a lack of clarity 
in key quality dimensions like gender. The overall trend, however, was toward improved 
performance with better reporting. The review declared the MDF mechanism a success with a 
good governance structure, high transparency, and an efficient secretariat, but with a logical 
framework that could not fully capture the richness of the results.14 
 

                                                 
13 Agriculture, fisheries, irrigation, housing, rural water supply and sanitation, and education. 
14  MDF. 2009. Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias: Mid-Term Review. Jakarta.  
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27. The midterm review pointed out that the MDF (i) needed better monitoring and 
evaluation systems to track performance in most of the projects it was funding, (ii) should 
specify crosscutting concerns more clearly, and (iii) should have clearer guidelines for trust fund 
operations. While overall MDF transaction costs should be kept low, donors should see to it that 
the secretariat has enough resources to produce good results. For the remaining period, the 
MDF should focus on capacity development, primarily in the public sector, but also in the private 
sector and civil society. The objective should be to ensure that the large-scale investments 
already undertaken are sustainable, continue to have positive impact, and continue to target 
MDF priority areas.15 
 
28. While the MDF is recognized as a vital contributor to the overall reconstruction program 
for Aceh and Nias, BRR’s 2008 assessment of the performance of the MDF also called attention 
to its limitations.16 The emergency nature of the MDF and its mandate centered on 
tsunami-affected areas, following guidelines modeled on those of the MDF trustee, limited its 
ability to deliver reconstruction assistance quickly and flexibly. The overriding need to comply 
with procedures, regardless of how much time they consumed, inevitably made it increasingly 
unresponsive to BRR needs. This situation underscored the difficulty of applying procedures 
designed for longer-term development to a post-disaster emergency-response project. Another 
limitation concerned the inadequacy of delegation from the MDF trustee’s headquarters to the 
field offices, leading to many decisions being passed on to those who were not accountable for 
them. The need for more integrity in MDF decision making, with the MDF trustee also having an 
important implementing role as partner agency for a large portfolio of MDF projects, was 
another area of concern cited. 
 
29. In general, the MDF remains a good conduit for donor coordination and funding, and has 
been a major factor in the overall success of the reconstruction and rehabilitation program. It is 
a key element of the coordination architecture that has enabled vital assistance to be delivered 
to the victims of the tsunami in Aceh and the earthquake in Nias. The MDF is now focused on 
supporting the transition to BAPPENAS and the local government agencies to avoid disruptions 
in project operations and to ensure that the proper supervision and governance arrangements 
are in place. In close partnership with other stakeholders, the MDF will continue to have a 
critical role in easing the transition from short-term recovery to long-term development. It also 
sustains dialogue between donors, the national government, and the regional governments in 
Aceh and Nias. 
 
30. The Maldives: Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project.17 The project had two 
components: (i) a rapid-disbursement component, which has been fully disbursed; and (ii) a 
project component with five sector subcomponents: water supply, sanitation, and solid waste 
management; transport; power; fisheries; and agriculture. With help from the project, the country 
was able to rebuild some of its damaged public infrastructure to a higher standard than before 
the tsunami. The project financed the construction of six power stations on six islands, a harbor, 
a sewerage system, and supported fishery and agricultural capacity building and assistance. 
The water supply and transport components were completed by 30 June 2008. On 19 June 
2008, ADB approved a 2-month extension until 31 August 2008 to allow the completion of the 

                                                 
15 Poverty reduction, improved governance, environmental sustainability, gender and geographic balance, and 

conflict sensitivity. 
16  BRR. 2008. Funding Disaster Recovery: Appraising the MDF’s Contribution to the Reconstruction of Aceh and 

Nias. Jakarta. 
17  ADB. 2005. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a Proposed Loan to the 

Republic of the Maldives for the Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project. Manila ($1.8 million loan; $20 million 
grant). 
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power, fisheries, and agriculture components. More details on the individual components are 
given below. 
 

(i) Water Supply, Sanitation and Solid Waste Management. The contract for the 
construction of a sewerage network and sewage treatment scheme in 
Thaa Guraidhoo was awarded on 3 May 2007, and the work was completed by 
June 2008. The contract for detailed engineering design, associated 
environmental impact assessment, and the preparation of bidding documents for 
the Kulhudhuffushi sewerage scheme was awarded in April 2007, and all works 
were completed by September 2007. 

 
(ii) Transport. The contract for the reconstruction and rehabilitation of Dhidhdhoo 

harbor was awarded in May 2007, and all works were completed by the end of 
June 2008.  

 
(iii) Power. The first batch of subprojects (four islands) was completed by May 2008. 

The second batch was completed by 31 August 2008, after an extension of 
2 months.  

 
(iv) Fisheries. The fisheries component, which has been implemented satisfactorily 

on 16 tsunami-affected fisheries islands, (i) strengthened community-based 
organizations; (ii) improved fisheries extension; (iii) trained farmers and Ministry 
of Fisheries, Agriculture, and Marine Resources staff; and (iv) gave in-kind 
assistance to beneficiaries. The micro-credit loans from the Bank of Maldives for 
working capital were canceled in favor of the government’s loan programs for the 
same group of beneficiaries. 

 
(v) Agriculture. The government visited the 26 tsunami-affected agriculture islands 

for social mobilization, identified the needs of farmers, and provided furniture and 
equipment to community-based organizations. As the farmers’ demands 
changed, it was determined that project funds could best be used for the key 
purposes of post-tsunami agriculture restoration and diversification. Thus, from 
August 2007, the agriculture component concentrated on strengthening the 
knowledge of farmers; carrying out agriculture research, training and capacity 
building, and commercial farming demonstrations; and providing working capital  
through micro-credit under the associated grant for the Restoration of Livelihoods 
of the Tsunami-Affected Farmers in the Maldives.18 Promising research and 
extension work was done in the field, provoking keen interest among the farming 
communities. The activities were completed by the loan and grant closing date of 
31 August 2008. 

 
31. Sri Lanka: Tsunami-Affected Areas Rebuilding Project.19 The objective of the 
Tsunami-Affected Areas Rebuilding Project (TAARP) of rapidly improving the living conditions 
and well-being of a significant number of people in the tsunami-affected areas by restoring basic 
social infrastructure, community and public services, and livelihoods remains the same as the 
objective set out in the status report for January–June 2009. 
                                                 
18 ADB. 2005. Grant Assistance to the Republic of Maldives for the Restoration of Livelihoods of the 

Tsunami-Affected Farmers in the Maldives. Manila (Grant 9066-MLD, approved on 29 April 2005). 
19 ADB. 2005. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a Proposed Loan to the 

Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka for the Tsunami-Affected Areas Rebuilding Project. Manila ($7 million 
loan [reallocation]; $150 million grant; $109.93 million cofinancing).  
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32. Following a high-level quarterly portfolio review meeting with the government in 
November 2009, all components were required to provide updated disbursement schedules for 
each contract issued under TAARP. Simultaneous review missions for all TAARP components 
took place on 4–22 January 2010. The missions visited the project sites, including Jaffna and 
Trincomalee districts, to review (i) implementation progress, (ii) the physical progress of civil 
works, (iii) the audit procedures, (iv) the progress of contract awards and disbursements, and 
(v) the status of compliance with the loan covenants. The missions met with ministry officials 
and the staff of the project management units for the various TAARP components. 
 
33. The overall progress of project implementation has picked up considerably with the end 
of the conflict in June 2009, with contract awards at $144.02 million (about 91.73% of the 
allocation) and disbursements at $118.6 million (75.5% of the allocation) as of the end of 
December 2009, out of the loan and grant total of $157 million from ADB. With financing from 
the European Union, contracts have been awarded for two large road contracts—one was 
completed in October 2009 and the other is still being implemented. Funds from the 
Government of the Netherlands for home owner–driven programs under components E and H20 
were fully used and completed in September 2007. 
 
34. A wrap-up meeting will be held in February 2010 at the Ministry of Finance and 
Planning. At that time, a final request will be made for the reallocation of grant funds for the 
project. 
 
35. Thailand.21 All three TA projects in Thailand have been completed.22 
 

(i) Development Plan for the Tsunami-Affected Andaman Region. This TA for 
preliminary subregional development planning for the three provinces most 
affected by the tsunami (Krabi, Phang Nga, and Phuket) was successfully 
completed in July 2005 (phase I). 

 
(ii) Supporting Post-Tsunami Activities and Coastal Zone Management. This 

TA, completed in October 2006, produced a draft of the Promotion of Marine and 
Coastal Resources Management Act.23 The act would implement the 
constitutional guarantees of the right to information and participation in resource 
management. It would also provide a framework for harmonizing the functions 
and activities of the various government authorities operating in the coastal zone 

                                                 
20 Component E (Southern Province Reconstruction) is for the reconstruction of community and urban infrastructure. 

Component H (NECORD-Tsunami) is for the replacement or rehabilitation of basic and social infrastructure. 
NECORD refers to the North East Community Restoration and Development Project,  

21  (i) ADB. 2005. Technical Assistance to the Kingdom of Thailand for Preparing a Development Plan for the Tsunami 
Andaman Region. Manila ($150,000); (ii) ADB. 2005. Technical Assistance to the Kingdom of Thailand for 
Supporting Post-Tsunami Activities and Coastal Zone Management. Manila ($150,000); and (iii) ADB. 2005. 
Technical Assistance to the Kingdom of Thailand for the Subregional Development Plan for the Tsunami-Affected 
Andaman Region. Manila ($1,700,000). 

22 While activities under the three TA projects have been completed and the TA accounts have been financially 
closed, the status of these TA projects as of 31 December 2007 will continue to be included in progress reports on 
the ATF. 

23 As of 31 December 2009, the cabinet secretariat had reviewed and amended the draft act and sent it back to the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MNRE) for final confirmation of the amendments. After the revised 
act is cleared by MNRE, it will be sent back to the cabinet secretariat for further approval by the Senate and then 
by Parliament. 
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and marine areas, and for settling conflicts of jurisdiction among government 
authorities and disputes among stakeholders.  

 
The TA supported improvements in the laws and regulations for coastal zone 
management in Thailand and ensured adequate field coordination of government 
and nongovernment agencies involved in post-tsunami rehabilitation. The TA 
report was reviewed by the executing agency, other external funding agencies, 
universities, and civil society organizations in Thailand. 

 
(iii) Subregional Development Plan for the Tsunami-Affected Andaman Region, 

phase II. Activities for this TA were completed in October 2006. But, at the 
request of the government, national and provincial workshops for the 
dissemination of the subregional development plan were held from 
November 2006 to March 2007. 
 
The Thai cabinet accepted the plan in 2006. The National Economic and Social 
Development Board is expected to take charge of implementing and supervising 
the plan in coordination with the provincial authorities of Krabi, Phang Nga, and 
Phuket. 
 
The TA was satisfactorily completed in April 2007. 

IV. ADB’S CAPACITY TO SUPERVISE, CONTROL, 
OR MONITOR THE USE OF RESOURCES 

36. India. In August 2005, ADB’s India Resident Mission established two extended missions 
in Tamil Nadu and Kerala  with full-time staff consultants, to assist and guide the executing and 
implementing agencies. These extended missions were closed at the end of August 2008 in 
Tamil Nadu and on 31 December 2008 in Kerala. The missions provided direct institutional 
strengthening through the transfer of management skills and reinforced project ownership by 
community beneficiaries and state government agencies, whose staff members had little prior 
experience in preparing and implementing large projects with multiple contracts. The missions 
also supervised and monitored the use of funds, as well as contract adherence to ADB’s 
guidelines and safeguard policies. The missions were instrumental in coordinating review 
missions and assisting in visits of senior officials and other influential persons to the tsunami 
reconstruction works and livelihood components. After the extended missions closed, the 
project was monitored and supervised by staff at the India Resident Mission, which fielded 
missions to both states to ensure that the remaining works were physically completed before the 
project completion date of 31 October 2009. 
 
37. Indonesia. ADB took a flexible approach in directing assistance to priority areas and 
adapting to evolving needs. Delegating the implementing responsibility to the resident and 
extended missions greatly facilitated a timely response. The post-facto approval by ADB of 
procurement documents has been cited by BRR as one of the 10 priority lessons from the 
tsunami reconstruction and rehabilitation program in Aceh and Nias. BRR also fully appreciated 
the use of imprest accounts, which greatly facilitated disbursement and implementation. The 
MDF midterm review in 2009 highlighted the need to evaluate and appreciate the experience of 
ADB, a traditionally conservative organization, in the management of the ETESP, particularly 
with respect to full decentralization of authority and the review of past contract awards. Since 
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June 2009, after the closure of the extended mission to Sumatra, the Indonesia Resident 
Mission has overseen the implementation of the remaining activities under the ETESP with the 
help of advisers. 
 
38. Maldives. ADB established the extended mission to the Maldives in Malé to assist in the 
predesign, design, and tendering phases, as well as the implementation phase, of the program, 
and to help the government in communicating with ADB and in overseeing the consultants’ 
work. The mission worked closely with the development assistance community to resolve issues 
of concern, and was a member of the United Nations country team that was formed to address 
and resolve common or competing interests. It also assisted the government in preparing for the 
Maldives partnership forums in June 2006 and June 2007 to raise awareness of the country’s 
assistance needs and the status of the tsunami recovery program. ADB senior management 
attended both forums. The mission likewise provided invaluable assistance in the 2006 and 
2007 audit of the Tsunami Relief and Reconstruction Fund. The mission closed on 
31 December 2007. On that date, the consultant (senior resident adviser) hired for the mission 
completed his duties and his contract expired. 
 
39. Sri Lanka. ADB’s Sri Lanka Resident Mission (SLRM) continues to work closely with the 
government, executing agencies, and project management units for all eight project 
components, assisting in procurement, project management, and financial management. SLRM 
fields review missions to monitor: (i) the physical progress of works, (ii) the quality of works, 
(iii) audit procedures, (iv) compliance with loan covenants, (v) the progress of contract awards 
and disbursements, and (vi) outcomes in relation to the project design and monitoring 
framework. To monitor the effectiveness of project fund use and the achievement of objectives, 
outputs, and performance indicators, a consulting firm was hired in 2007 to carry out 
performance audits of each of the components. The third performance audit report for the 
6-month period ending 30 June and and the fourth report for the 6 months up to 
31 December 2008 were submitted to SLRM on 18 December 2009. SLRM closely monitors 
comments and recommended improvements arising from the performance audits and 
subsequent actions to be undertaken by the executing agencies to continuously improve the 
quality of outputs. 

V. OTHER MAJOR ISSUES AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES 

40. India. Given the extent of the destruction wrought by the tsunami and the weak 
absorptive capacity of the executing agency, consultation and planning alone took nearly 
2 years, leaving little time for actual reconstruction. On 2 October 2008, after the Board waived 
the ceiling on the project completion period under para. 88 of ADB’s Disaster and Emergency 
Assistance Policy (2004), the original grant completion date of 31 October 2008 was extended 
by 12 months to 31 October 2009, to allow all works under the project to be completed. While all 
works were physically completed by the project completion date, the disbursements are likely to 
be completed within the 90-day window for the processing of claims. 
 
41. Indonesia. The major issue confronting ETESP implementation is ensuring the timely 
processing of procurement and disbursement documents to speed up disbursements under the 
grant. The ETESP management office at the Indonesia Resident Mission is coordinating with 
BAPPENAS and other agencies to address this challenge during the rest of the implementation 
period. 
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42. The Maldives. All project components were completed by 31 August 2008, and the 
project completion report was submitted to ADB’s Board of Directors on 21 December 2009. 
However, the imprest account still has an unliquidated balance of $1,492,421.19.24 
 
43. Sri Lanka. There are no major issues affecting the project. Funds are expected to be 
fully committed by 31 December 2010 and the grant accounts will be kept open for 3 months 
after the grant completion date to allow disbursements to be completed by the first quarter of 
2011. The following activities are planned for 2010: (i) review missions and desk reviews by 
SLRM in January 2010 to monitor the use of resources; (ii) the reconciliation and reallocation of 
funds for each TAARP component; (iii) quarterly portfolio reviews in March, June, and 
September to monitor the status of performance and disbursements; (iv) the submission of 
performance audits for 2009 and 2010 undertaken by consultants; (v) the completion of physical 
activities under the various TAARP components between March and 31 December 2010; and 
(vi) the completion of all project activities by 31 December 2010. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

44. During the period under review, the projects funded by the ATF have continued to have 
a positive impact in the lives of the tsunami-affected people. In India, livelihood programs of 
self-help groups, comprising poor women desiring to support their families, have developed 
great ideas and have gone as far as producing export-worthy products. The livelihood programs 
have focused on convergence and sustainability to ensure that they continue to support the 
family income even after the project. The water supply component has restored water supply to 
over 2 million people, exceeding the original target by more than 300%. In Indonesia, the 
successful completion of the massive reconstruction program has been coordinated by a strong, 
experienced leadership team that has gained the full support of other governments and the 
donor community. The coordinating agency has also helped to ensure the integrity and 
accountability of fund use to gain donor confidence and support. The responsive and flexible 
manner in which ADB is implementing the ETESP has been recognized by development 
partners as highly relevant for disaster management. In the Maldives, the sectors chosen for 
ADB assistance were the most appropriate ones considering that ADB had recently financed 
several loan projects in the same sectors and had working relationships with the ministries that 
were ultimately responsible for implementing the project components. The successful 
construction of new infrastructure has benefited thousands of Maldivians on the islands covered 
by the project, and the extension of the project completion date by 11 months was essential to 
the proper completion of the new works. In Sri Lanka, the SLRM continues to closely monitor 
the progress of project activities for each of the components in close collaboration with the 
government and the project management units, and through independent performance audits. 
Some components, specifically those in the north and east, have had markedly improved 
progress, corresponding with the end of the conflict in 2009. All activities under each of the 
components for this project are expected to be completed by 31 December 2010. 
 
45. While the projects in India, the Maldives, and Thailand have since been completed, 
activities continue to bring to completion by the end of 2010, the rehabilitation and 
reconstruction works for the projects in Indonesia and Sri Lanka. Nine out of 12 components 
under the ETESP in Indonesia have been completed and the remaining 3 components covering 
housing, spatial planning and environmental management, and fiduciary governance will be 

                                                 
24 Though a substantial portion of the imprest account balance has been disbursed, there are supporting documents 

that need to be submitted in order to clear the account. ADB is following up with the Government on this matter. 
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completed by the project's completion date in September 2010. For the TAARP in Sri Lanka, 
activities that include project reviews and a reallocation of funds are also being carefully 
planned to ensure the completion of all activities by December 2010. As with the already 
completed projects, active participation by all tsunami-affected communities in meeting the 
complex challenges in the implementation of the remaining projects will be of paramount 
importance. 
 
46. Over the last five years, much has been written about the many experiences, 
challenges, and lessons learned from the Indian Ocean Tsunami. It is evident that the tsunami-
affected countries have shown the kind of resilience and determination that has turned an 
unfortunate incident into opportunity for development. 
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